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About This Game

akda - is a simple physical puzzle. The goal of the player is to throw the ball into the basket, avoiding obstacles.
- 30 levels

- Pleasant music
- Steam achievements

Controls: R - Restart level, LMB and arrows - control
Credits: This game was created using Clickteam Fusion 2.5! Music by Erwarda Savitnaag.
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Title: akda
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Snkl Studio
Publisher:
Snkl Studio
Release Date: 27 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7,8,10

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 20 MB available space

English
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Im really happy with how this game turned out and yes its New therefore will need some work on it but with some advice from
the community and some nice Update this game could become something HUGE and so give it time and i promise this game
will improve. But the game is well made and im proud to support the Devs on Massive and i hope you are too!. war.exe is not
responding
close the program?
wait for the program to respond?. 10 out of 10. Awesome game-play, story line and graphics. Beware of the Clocks!. its very
nice add on id have say so my self
:). What you see in the screenshots is what you get.
Ultra-basic platformer, get the key, get to the door, lose less than 3 lives. Same thing every level.
The ****ing menu button top-right, click on it and it quits your game without warning.
And apparently you get trolled with a fake bluescreen mid-game, I can't be bothered to play that far.. Tips for how to play this
game: right-click the game in your game list, go to "Local Files", browse local files, mess with the game configuration files
(there are two) turn off music, set resolution, give yourself infinite ammo, and then play. It's more fun that way. The controls
are whack: arrow keys to move, ctrl to boost, / to shoot. If you got this for cheap, it could be worth it. But don't pay full price..
Bought the game for 30 EUR, which I first thought is a bit overpriced for a product which is still in beta (I still did not get my
supporter pack content, but this is a known issue, and the devs are working on it afaik), but after spending 20 hours playing the
game, and another like 5 reading the forums I can only recommend the game to any ARPG fans who are looking for something
new, yet still familiar.

The addition of new ingame content is really good imo, the pacing feels great, we get a new skill every several levels, and most
of them are really well thought out, and quite a few are even feel pretty fresh and innovative even if you played all ARPGs out
there.

The two only negative issues are optimization, which is pretty poor atm. I personally have only rarely problems, but sometimes
there are huge lags, and while playing HC, this can be devastating. But others have more serious problems with fps and lag, so
consider this before buying the game.

The other would be the endgame content, which I only played for a few hours, but seems to be a little repetitive, but hey, it is an
ARPG, so we are quite used to it I think.

The best two aspects of the game would be the skill\/passive point system which makes for great character builds and variation,
I already have ideas for at least 3-4 another characters (unfortunately do not have the spare time to make all of them atm).

The other would be the hardcore+solo+masochist mode, which is a great twist after playing softcore, and is basically a whole
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new game experience, where every combat encounter has to be planned carefully, since a few 'champion' mobs can kill you in a
few hits, if you are not prepared.

TL;DR: if you like D2, Grim Dawn, or anything like these games I suggest you give Last Epoch a try (or wait for the demo, it
should come soon), however be aware that the game has some critical technical issues with non-high-end configurations. Just
read through the discussions page, or don't play more than two hours in your first session, so you can make a refund if you can't
really play the game as it is now.. I really really really REALLY want to enjoy this game, because I love the Mega Man games
and this art style.
The character art looks good, sounds and music is great.
The controls are quite good.

But the game is atrociously balanced.
Some stages are a breeze, some stages are just ridiculous and the bosses are excessively difficult.
And it's not a "l2play gitgud" issue, there is no way to get good when you only have like 3 lives to spend on a boss before you
have to start over from the beginning.

This game could be great if they'd just tone down the difficulty.
I've played through a lot of difficult games - eg: Dark Souls 1-3 without any problems, because they are well balanced - this
game isn't.

This is the only game where I've just ragequit out of frustration and annoyance, and it saddens me.

So I can't really recommend it to anyone who isn't Asian. ��
:FeelsBadMan:. Sometimes slow paced, but it had some cool secrets to discover that kept me interested. Also some of the little
games were surprisingly quite entertaining and not as annoying as in some of the other Nancy Drew games.. Out of all the
"Animals Memory" games, I like this one the least because of the creepy crawlies. I do like the memory games though which is
why I got this one.
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Laggiest game ive ever played :c
Even after setting everything on low the lag was still unBEARible. Viki Spotter: Megapolis is an excellent game for children of
the genre "searching for differences." This part is already clear to the metropolis. A great opportunity to learn new words with
the child.
+ Bright and attractive graphics.
+ Lovely main character
+ A large number of levels
+ A large number of easy achievements (open as you progress through the game)
+ Infinite and free hint
+ Atmospheric soundtrack
As for me, an excellent development game. You probably will not stay on it, but the child will be interested in this wonderful
game. so after playing this game i can say it gets addicting with a few thing i think they should add in like bigger maps more
resorces in the maps and make it where you can keep expanding your city past what they can but game wise great no issues other
then one crash. Its a horibol game not fun game play so just buy a better game. I never played this game when it was originally
released. Of course I heard a lot about it considering this game and Mortal Kombat pretty much resulted in the ESRB rating
system. Now when you play it you realize how rediculous all the controversy was. As for the gameplay, like most FMV games
it's very simple. However, I'm still happy that this was remade and for a remake I think Screaming VIllains did an excellent job.
There are different filters that show how the game looked during different releases and extra contant to check out. I have a soft
spot for FMV games because when I was a kid these games represented the future of what we imagined videos can be and were
a big part of the introduction of the CD-ROM in personal computers. As a kid we couldn't wait for the future where video
games looked just like movies and tv shows. How ironic that the future ended up the opposite. Now movies and tv shows look
more like video games with all the CGI special effects that are used. I hope more of these FMV are remastered and rereleased
because it's a part of gaming history that shouldn't be forgotten and they are simple fun too.. I couldn't believe in my eyes when i
saw Crashday on steam, without any other thought i threw my wallet against the screen and bought the game instantaneously... i
played this game ages ago and i have waited so many years for this to happen and i almost had lost my hope, but it is finally here
(in the day of my birthday)! The game feels the same, it is fun alot of fun, it is an unique game that i don't get tired of! The
improved graphics are a good bonus, they are perfectly good for the game and i love the idea of adding workshop support, the
multiplayer is a good place to hang with friends but honestly i don't think the game will do well in public rooms (only time will
tell) but if you have friends who play, it will be fun for sure. The game's price IMO is fair and i think it is good as more people
can afford it and will be possibly playing online and able to enjoy this game!

Thanks for bringing this masterpiece back to life!. Doesnt load. I even left it loading for a hour, some things loaded, vision was
tunnled and broken up to much to interact. I have windows mixed reality. It said it would work for that but it acts like other
programs that are just for VR. Whatever the reason it doesnt work. I guess I cant get a refund?
. it's realy a interesting game, the game screen fine, the rules are very simple, but i must to say that the tuneless music painfully
affects my ear.. It's an interesting concept and fun if you can really get into the mechanics and memorize each command. I find
there's too much going on to really follow each city and micro each unit well. I find even with hotkeys it's a bit clunky to select
each unit.
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